Adaptable People
Systems to Manage
Continuous Change

In today’s world of work, change
is constant – and becoming
increasingly unpredictable.
Successful companies don’t just tolerate change, they embrace it.
They build adaptability into their business strategy, their people,
processes, and their technology to quickly and effectively capitalize
on changing conditions.

Adaptability is key
The next generation of
HCM technology allows
you to deliver the tools
that each of your workers
needs to do their best
work, whenever they
need them.

To effectively manage today’s rapidly evolving business and
people needs, we need Human Capital Management (HCM) technology
designed to do the same. HCM technology that’s built to evolve and
grow with your business, that helps companies adapt so they can
survive and thrive in uncertain environments.
Adaptable HCM technology:
 E
 nables personalized work experiences to meet the
needs of specific locations, functions, and teams and
team members
 M
 akes it easier to add capacity and scale to meet your
organization’s needs
 A
 llows for rapid and more affordable modifications to
your system
 I ncreases ability to understand, measure, and advance
the way work gets done in your organization
With so much at stake, how can you ensure that your HCM
solution can keep up with the needs of your company? On the
following pages, we discuss adaptable HCM technology and the way
in which it helps organizations evolve, remain agile, and capitalize on
emerging opportunities.
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The Components of
Adaptable HCM
Adaptable HCM takes a platform-based approach that powers an
ecosystem that can be seamlessly extended and modified based on the
needs of specific locations, functions, and teams and team members as
your business evolves.
Adaptable HCM platforms are characterized by cloud-native architecture,
low-code development and a graph database.

Cloud-native
architecture

Low-code
development

Graph
database
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Cloud-Native

All cloud-based applications are not alike. HCM systems have moved
quickly to the cloud in recent years as HCM vendors work to make their
systems available to users who may be in many different locations, and to
make applications available on a range of devices.
With so many companies moving data centers, software and IT
operations to the cloud, it’s easy to conflate a cloud-native approach
with other approaches to moving to the cloud, such as lift-and-shift
or re-platforming.
Many legacy systems have taken a lift-and-shift approach, simply
replicating a captive data center in a public cloud. Others have updated
their applications to take advantage of some cloud capabilities. These
approaches require reserving resources and investments to actively
manage availability and scalability—two critical elements to consider for
any commercial application.

The cloud-native
advantage
With cloud-native
architecture,
organizations experience
a dramatic increase in
agility and savings,
as the cost and time
needed to develop and
support systems is
significantly lower.

Cloud-native is an approach to building and running applications that fully
exploit the advantages of the cloud computing delivery model. Cloudnative applications are not retrofitted to the cloud. They’re built there
from the start, taking advantage of all the native benefits the cloud can
offer, keeping you current, available, secure and ready to scale as needed.
This allows companies to bring new ideas to market faster and respond
more quickly to customer demands. Furthermore, it makes it easier to
take advantage of the latest technologies and cloud innovations, such as
data lakes, analytics, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning, as
they become available.
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Cloud-Native

Cloud-native HCM systems have three important advantages:
Scalability
Cloud-native HCM is built to take advantage of containerization and
microservices technologies to ensure that the system can scale to meet
business needs. A microservices architecture allows an HCM system to
optimize capacity by making available only the components necessary to
support user needs, without overwhelming the entire system, or slowing
things down for other users. Containerization refers to the ability to
quickly add as much capacity as needed when demand for the system
grows from the numbers of clients and users accessing it.
Availability
The servers that make up the cloud are physically located in dispersed
zones around the globe. This allows them to balance your HCM workload
so you have faster, more reliable access anywhere you are, or wherever
your people are located. Using zero-down-time deployment (CI/CD) keeps
maintenance windows and planned outages to a minimum. It also allows
for introducing new capabilities, keeping the system current with minimal
user disruption.
Security
HCM systems using a cloud-native architecture provide numerous
security benefits; they’re custom-built for the cloud and designed to
meet the most stringent security requirements in the world. It enables
the ability to choose where data is stored and who can access it on a
global scale with ease, making it easier to comply with global privacy and
compliance standards.
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Cloud-native
in action
A large professionalservices firm with more
than 200,000 employees
took advantage of a
rapidly developing
business opportunity
and acquired a firm with
about 35,000 employees
in 14 different countries.
Because they have
a cloud-native HCM
system, built on a highly
scalable microservices
architecture, the system
was able to scale to
seamlessly support
35,000 additional
employees. The firm was
able to easily migrate
data for the newly
acquired workers where
they needed it, without
facing the capacity
constraints of systems
migrated to the cloud.
And the newly acquired
employees were able to
quickly start working in
their new HCM system
and able to function
effectively on their
new teams.
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Low-Code Development

One-size-fits-all HCM systems built using traditional development
approaches are frequently inflexible, expensive and time-consuming
to customize.
Low-code development is a transformative approach to software
development that enables people with a wide range of programming
experience the ability to create applications very quickly using simple,
drag-and-drop interfaces—with clicks and not code. This technique is
considerably faster than traditional programming and greatly expands
the population of able developers. With low-code, “citizen developers”
who have deep expertise in their domain but not programming, can
now leverage that expertise to effectively build and extend enterprise
applications as low-code developers.

65%

Estimated portion of
business apps that will
be built with low-code
and no-code application
development platforms
by 2024.2

An HCM system that can be extended using low-code development
allows you to take advantage of this autonomy and speed and has
eliminated the functionality versus expense tradeoff.
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Low-Code Development

Low-Code
in Action

Traditional Development

Low-Code Development

	Complex custom code
	Specialized developers
	Slow and expensive
to customize
 Costly and difficult to
maintain and upgrade

	Rapid development
and customizations
	Citizen developers
	Extreme personalization
	Designed to support
growth

HCM systems built on low-code deliver unique benefits:
Designed to Support Growth
Less technical skill is required to modify and customize the system
compared to a traditional HCM system. This allows citizen developers instead of more expensive technical staff to build or customize apps based
upon their extensive knowledge and specific organizational needs.
Addresses Changing Business Conditions
By significantly reducing the time and cost to build new apps &
integrations, low-code makes it practical and easy for organizations
to extend and adapt their HCM solution in response to their changing
needs. This ability enables organizations to create personalized HCM
experiences that cater to the varied work and needs of different
functions, locations or team across the enterprise—around the globe.
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When one Fortune
500 manufacturing
company acquired a new
learning management
system, they liked the
way it handled safety
certification training, but
wanted to make sure that
workers could be sent to
training when they need
it most. Unfortunately,
the integration between
the LMS and their HCM
system didn’t allow
managers to assign
training to workers.
This problem was
eliminated when
a business analyst
decided to use the lowcode UI interface and
build a workflow that
automatically assigned
the right training to each
worker who needed it.
This would then send the
worker’s information to
the LMS with a request
to schedule training. It
took less than one day to
build and now managers
are confident that their
workers have the training
to do their jobs safely.
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Graph Databases

Traditional HCM systems have relied on relational databases for all data
storage purposes, which are suited for static, top-down hierarchical
employee reporting relationships but struggles. But work today has
shifted to more dynamic, team-based operating structures that are
frequently cross-functional and distributed.
Graph databases in HCM are utilized to model and traverse dynamic
relationships across people, teams, functions and other criteria across
the enterprise. This enables HCM solutions with a graph database to
visualize, analyze and drive value in the context of how work is actually
happening across the organization.

1st Generation Cloud HCM

Graph Database

	Limits insights to hierarchical
relationships
	Can’t capture hidden, crossfunctional relationships
	Requires multiple disjointed
queries for data retrieval

	Contextual, rich insight
into networks of
relationships
	Understands crossfunctional relationships &
criteria-based populations
 Provides flexible data
retrieval that can be
proactively presented in
the flow of work
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The graph database
advantage
The capabilities enabled
by graphical databases
lead to increased
productivity and greater
organization agility.
They can also improve
employee engagement,
increase retention and
help an organization
operate more cost
effectively.
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A World-Class Cloud Platform

ADP used the AWS cloud platform to build its Next Gen HCM system
because it offers industry-leading security, capabilities and innovation to
ensure we can stay ahead of the market and support our clients’ goals.
Working with AWS delivers four key advantages:
Agility
AWS provides the ability to quickly spin up resources as needed,
deploying hundreds or even thousands of servers in minutes. This allows
ADP to cost-effectively meet any level of demand from our clients, no
matter how unexpected.

An August 2018
report found that the
use of cloud-native
technologies in production
grew more than

200%

3

since December 2017 .

Innovation
Access to the leading-edge capabilities of AWS allows ADP to focus
on creating transformative client experiences, as opposed to managing
infrastructure and data centers.
Global presence
AWS offers 22 regions around the world where ADP can deploy our
platform, putting our software where our clients are, improving the
connectivity to our services and reducing latency. This also allows us to
control where client data is stored, enabling compliance with regulations,
such as GDPR.
Security
Leveraging AWS services is a key part of ADP’s security strategy. AWS
has a shared responsibility model for security, in which they protect the
infrastructure that runs all of their cloud services. Such a commitment from
AWS empowers ADP to build secure applications that run on AWS, enabling
ADP to pass along and provide world-class security to its clients.
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ADP’s Cloud Journey

In order to have a truly adaptable platform that could deliver all of
these benefits to our clients, we had to shift from self-managed cloud
infrastructure to fully cloud-managed services. Our move to AWS
brought us efficiency, simplicity and the latest technology benefits such
as container orchestration, databases, streaming and queuing systems.
Shifting to cloud-managed services enabled us to strengthen the bounded
contexts of our domains, improving our ability to evolve our architecture.
Because our domains were now more easily able to isolate their workloads,
evolving each of our components independently also became easier.
Our use of AWS has moved us closer to a consumption-based billing
model, giving us more control over costs. While we previously had to
pre-provision our cloud infrastructure which created more fixed billing,
our cloud spend is now much more dynamic and based on actual usage.
Our overall savings also included the indirect costs of the heavy lifting
involved in self-managed cloud infrastructure, which both significantly
reduced cost and freed up substantial resources.
Support for dynamic teams and rapidly evolving organizational structures
is at the heart of ADP’s Next Gen HCM, and that had to also be the core
of our technology decisions. Amazon Neptune, a fully managed graph
database service, is a purpose-built, high-performance graph database
engine that is optimized to store billions of relationships to query the
graph with milliseconds latency. This allows the foundation of our
technology to most effectively model the dynamic relationships that
make up any organization.
As our platform continues to evolve, we will use our cloud-native
approach to continue to innovate in our product and deliver the ability for
our clients to innovate and adapt at the speed of their businesses.
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Conclusions

The next generation of HCM technology is here, and it’s a significant
advancement beyond traditional rigid, traditional, monolithic systems.
The next generation of HCM technology is flexible, adaptable, scalable
and secure. With a cloud-native foundation, a relationship-focused graph
database, and the speed and simplicity of low-code development, your
organization can adapt to an uncertain business climate quickly and
with confidence.
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To learn more about ADP’s Next Gen
HCM, visit FlowOfWork.adp.com
Published in
cooperation with

We’ll explain how our cloud-native HCM software
is designed to evolve with you, turn your data into
insights, and support organizational change. What’s
more, you’ll discover how it is an investment in your
business that appreciates over time.
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